Hello! This is the first newsletter about the Film and Video Collection at Decker Library. The purpose is to keep you informed on what we have to offer. Below is a list of new titles added to the collection within the past three months (the amount of time I've been in this position). I plan on sending out updates monthly, so subsequent updates might not be as lengthy.

The scope of the collection is shifting to compete less with major streaming sites. Keep in mind you can always recommend a purchase. One last thing: Decker offers two streaming service sites: Films On Demand and Alexander Street Press Art and Architecture in Video. Thanks!

---

**Drama**
- **Poetic Justice** by John Singleton and Peter Levin (1993)
- **Bad Lieutenant** by Abel Ferrara (1992)
- **Higher Learning** by John Singleton (1995)
- **White God** by Kornél Mundruczó (2014)
- **Ms. 45** by Abel Ferrara (1981)
- **Nights and Weekends** by Greta Gerwig and Joe Swanberg
- **Walerian Borowczyk Collection** (The Beast/Goto, Island of Love/Love Rites) by Walerian Borowczyk
- **Hester Street** by Joan Micklin Silver (1975)
- **Jamaica Inn** by Alfred Hitchcock (1939)
- **A Master Builder** by Jonathan Demme (2013)
- **The Fisher King** by Terry Gilliam (1991)

**Comedy**
- **Uncle Kent** by Joe Swanberg (2011)
- **LOL** by Joe Swanberg (2006)
- **Your Sister's Sister** by Lynn Shelton (2012)
- **Baghead** by Jay and Mark Duplass (2008)
- **True Adolescents** by Craig Johnson (2009)
- **Friday** by F. Gary Gray (1995)
- **Hannah Takes the Stairs** by Joe Swanberg (2007)
- **The Puffy Chair** by Jay and Mark Duplass (2005)

**Documentary**
- **Lost Angels: Skid Row Is My Home** by Thomas Napper (2013)
- **Standard Operating Procedure** by Errol Morris (2008)
- **King: A Filmed Record... From Montgomery to Memphis** (1970)
- **The Salt of the Earth** by Juliano Ribeiro Salgado and Wim Wenders (2014)
- **Red Army** by Gabe Polsky (2014)
- **Errol Morris' First Person - The Complete Series** by Errol Morris
- **National Gallery** by Frederick Wiseman (2014)
- **The Decline of the Western Civilization** (Parts I, II, III) by Penelope Spheeris
- **Sign Painters** by Faythe Levin and Sam Macon (2014)
- **Plastic Planet** by Werner Boote (2009)
- **Liemba: Her Story is Africa's Story** by John Billingsley and Andrew Subin (2014)
- **Magician: The Astonishing Life & Work of Orson Welles** by Chuck Workman
- **Bag It** by Suzan Beraza (2010)
- **Puppet** by David Soll (2011)

**Performance**
- **Wong Flew Over the Cuckoo Cuckoo's Nest** by Michael Closson (2011)

**Animation**
- **Mars** by Garry Peters (2013)
- **Cartoon Roots**

**Thrillers and Horrors**
- **The House of the Devil** by Ti West (2009)
- **The Sacrament** by Ti West (2014)
- **It Follows** by David Robert Mitchell (2014)
- **You're Next** by Adam Wingard (2011)
- **Seven Deaths in the Cat's Eye** by Antonio Margheriti (as Anthony M. Dawson) (1973)

**Music**
- **Sun Ra - Space Is the Place** by John Coney (1974)

**Shorts**

**Television**
- **Mad Men: the Final Season - Part 1** by Matthew Weiner
- **Nova: Emperor's Ghost Army** by Ian Bremner (2014)

**Biopics**
- **Behind the Candelabra** by Steven Soderbergh (2013)

**Foreign**

*Italian*
- **Marco Ferreri: The Collection** (La Grande Bouffe, El Cochecito, The Seed of Man, Don't Touch the White Women, Byebye Monkey, Seeking Asylum, Marcello Mastroianni) by Marco Ferreri
French
  ● Mouchette by Robert Bresson (1967)

Russian
  ● Leviathan by Andrey Zvyagintsev (2014)

Japanese
  ● The Happiness of the Katakuris by Takashi Miike
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